
Proper Ways to Serve Food Quiz Sheet
Name:_________________________  Date:__________  Score:__________

TRUE OR FALSE

T       F      1. Carrying utensils improperly can contaimnate food.

T       F         2. Serving a beverage by holding the rim of the glass is acceptable.

EXERCISE
Under each picture describe what the server is doing wrong and explain why it is wrong.

                                     

                                     

MULTIPLE CHOICE

                1. Coffee cups should be handled by the
     a.   rim.
     b.   handle.

     c.   inside.
     d.   top.

                2. Ice should be handled using
     a.   a scoop.
     b.   a glass.

     c.   your hands.
     d.   a pitcher.

                3. The proper way to handle a plate when serving food is to
     a.   stack it on the top of another plate of 
           food.
     b.   hold it by the bottom.

     c.   place your thumb on the rim
     d.   balance it on your arm.
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T  X   F     

T      F  X     

Server is scooping ice into a 
glass with a bare hand, which 

can containmate the ice.

       b       

       a       

       b       

The server is handling the spoon by 
the end the customer will eat from, 

which can contaimnate food.

The server is carrying a cup from 
the inside, which can 

contaminate it.

Proper Ways to Serve Food Answer Sheet
Name:_________________________  Date:__________  Score:__________

TRUE OR FALSE

 1. Carrying utensils improperly can contaimnate food.

 2. Serving a beverage by holding the rim of the glass is acceptable.

EXERCISE
Under each picture describe what the server is doing wrong and explain why it is wrong.

MULTIPLE CHOICE

 1. Coffee cups should be handled by the
     a.   rim.
     b.   handle.

     c.   inside.
     d.   top.

 2. Ice should be handled using
     a.   a scoop.
     b.   a glass.

     c.   your hands.
     d.   a pitcher.

 3. The proper way to handle a plate when serving food is to
     a.   stack it on the top of another plate of 
           food.
     b.   hold it by the bottom.

     c.   place your thumb on the rim
     d.   balance it on your arm.
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